Dynamic Frame Tutorial
By Silvio Nocilla

In this tutorial you will:
• Make use of various marquee tools
• Understand the concept of layers position
• Create a dynamic frame with a single image

STEP 1
Open “light house” image and duplicate the layer (layer>duplicate layer or CTRL+J). Name the duplicate
layer “copy”. Choose the magnetic lasso tool from the tool box set the frequency 100 and select only the light
house and the surrounding rocks. After you have selected the light house and rocks copy and paste. name the
new layer “light house”

STEP 2
Create a new layer on top of the “copy” layer and name it frame. On the frame layer create a rectangular selection as shown in the image below.
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Select a colour, in the case of this assignment I selected the following RGB values R=150 - G=60 - B=64. You
should have a red colour. Make sure you are on the “frame” layer select the paint bucket tool and click within
the selection. You should see the following results:

We are going to modify the selection to remove the centre part of the selection to keep a thin border. Go to
select-modify click on contract and set the value to 30 pixels and press the delete key you should see the following results:
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STEP 3
We need to change the perspective of the frame to make it dynamic. Go to edit-transform and click on perspective. Left click on the upper right corner handle and drag a vertical line downwards after left click on the
upper middle handle and drag horizontally to your left.

Note the transformation always in perspective mode and after you have set up the perspective press enter to
accept transformation before going on with the tutorial.

STEP 4
Its time to remove the background of the light house image. Select the magic wand and make sure you are on
the frame layer, make sure also that CONTIGUOUS is checked. Using the magic wand click on the outside
of the frame see image below.
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With the selection still on click on the “copy” layer and press delete, to see the results you need to switch of
the background layer you should see the following results:

STEP 5
We need to hide part of the rocks that surrounds the light house. Select the eraser tool from the tool box
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STEP 6
Now we will create some shadow effects for fine tuning. We need to merge down layers frame, lighthouse
and copy therefore select the three layers go to layers merge layers or use the shortcut key CTRL+E. Once
the three layers are merged we need to load the selection of that layer to do this press the CTRL key place the
mouse on top of the layer’s thumbnail and left click this will load the selection. Create a new layer and place
it below the layer see image below.

Set the foreground colour to black (NOTE you can press letter “D” to set default colours that is Black and
White). Select the paint bucket tool and left click within the selection, on the image nothing happens but in
the layers panel you can notice the black silhouette. Let us refine the shadow select the move tool and move
down the shadow layer see image below;
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Set the opacity of the shadow’s layer down to 60% go to filter-blur-gaussian blur and set the gaussian blur
to 50 pixels.

STEP 7
Final step once all things are in place you can delete the background layer create a new background layer
and fill with white. Below is the final result.
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